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Case Number:  S2223000069 

 
 

Release Date:  September 2022 

 
 

Symptom/Vehicle Issue: Rattle Noise From The Headliner Roof Area. 
 
 

Customer Complaint/Technician Observation: Technician may find the plastic 
reinforcement on the top side of the headliner may have become detached causing 
noise when operating the vehicle.   
 

 
Sunroof reinforcement ring loose from headliner 
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Discussion: If separation is found, the headliner and reinforcement can be bonded 
using adhesive specified below. 
 
Parts Required: 
 
Adhesive Cartridge: LORD 7545A/B LP-50 1:1, P/N 3003923 
Adhesive Glue Mixing Tip: LP-50 (12 pack), P/N 3004476 
Adhesive Dispense Gun: LP-50, P/N 3001112 
Masking Tape: Scotch Blue painters’ tape or equivalent. 
Hand Squeeze Clamps (2-3 clamps)  
Protective blocks: Thick cardboard or plastic to protect the headliner from the clamp 
feet. 
 
Repair Procedure: Lower the headliner to allow enough room to access the area with 
the dispensing gun. Protect the headliner surface sufficiently with painter’s tape.  
Follow the instructions on the adhesive for application and cure time. Cut the mixing tip 
2 lines back from the tip. Carefully separate the retaining ring from the headliner 
enough to inject the adhesive into the joint.  Leave clamped for minimum 60 minutes. 
Reassemble vehicle and test drive to confirm repair. 
 

 
 


